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Abstract

Definition modelling is the task of automat-
ically generating a dictionary-style definition
given a target word. In this paper, we consider
cross-lingual definition generation. Specif-
ically, we generate English definitions for
Wolastoqey (Malecite-Passamaquoddy) words.
Wolastoqey is an endangered, low-resource
polysynthetic language. We hypothesize that
sub-word representations based on byte pair
encoding (Sennrich et al., 2016) can be lever-
aged to represent morphologically-complex
Wolastoqey words and overcome the challenge
of not having large corpora available for train-
ing. Our experimental results demonstrate that
this approach outperforms baseline methods in
terms of BLEU score.

1 Introduction

Definition modelling, introduced by Noraset et al.
(2017), is the task of automatically generating a
dictionary-style definition for a given target word.
Definition modelling can provide more-transparent,
human-interpretable representations of the infor-
mation in embeddings. Definition modelling could
also potentially be applied to automate, or semi-
automate, the constructing or updating of dictio-
naries, for example, by generating draft definitions
for newly-emerged words that are not yet listed.
Although there has been a range of work on defini-
tion modelling (e.g., Ni and Wang, 2017; Gadetsky
et al., 2018; Chang and Chen, 2019) the focus has
been on monolingual definition modelling, with the
target word and generated definition being in the
same language.

Malecite-Passamaquoddy (also Maliseet-
Passamaquoddy, Passamaquoddy-Maliseet) is an
Eastern Algonquian language spoken in regions
of what is now New Brunswick and Quebec,
Canada, and Maine, United States. Malecite and
Passamaquoddy are dialects of this language.

However, Malecite is a Mi’kmaq exonym, with
Wolastoqey being the term this speech community
uses to refer to their language. We therefore use
the term Wolastoqey throughout this paper.

Wolastoqey is an endangered language, with
roughly 300 remaining first language speakers in
Canada (Statistics Canada, 2017). Moreover, chil-
dren are typically not learning the language pro-
ficiently. Wolastoqey is also a low-resource lan-
guage, with no large corpora or annotated datasets
available for training natural language processing
(NLP) systems. However, the Passamaquoddy-
Maliseet Dictionary (Francis and Leavitt, 2008)
is available online through the Passamaquoddy-
Maliseet Language Portal.1 This dictionary in-
cludes roughly 19k entries with Wolastoqey head-
words and English definitions. Many entries also
include parallel Wolastoqey-English example sen-
tences. There has been very little prior computa-
tional work on Wolastoqey, with Farber (2015) pre-
senting a preliminary finite-state model of nouns.

Wolastoqey, like other Algonquian languages, is
polysynthetic. Verbs in particular have rich mor-
phological structure, and often include several roots
(Leavitt, 1996). Consider the example gloss below
for paskoloqessu:

pask-oloq-ess-u
breaking-ice-move.quickly-s/he
‘She or he moves quickly across ice as it cracks’

The root oloq can be seen in various other words,
such as ’ketoloqtehmon ‘s/he chips it out of ice’,
sahsoloqe ‘it is slippery, is icy’, and supoloqe
‘there is smooth ice (on lake, etc.)’. There is, how-
ever, ambiguity in that the character sequence oloq
does not always correspond to this morpheme. For
example, in oloqapeku ‘s/he crawls in that direc-
tion’ oloq has the meaning of ‘in that direction’.

1Passamaquoddy-Maliseet Language Portal (http://www.
pmportal.org); Language Keepers and Passamaquoddy-
Maliseet Dictionary Project.

http://www.pmportal.org
http://www.pmportal.org
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All examples are taken from the Passamaquoddy-
Maliseet Language Portal.

In this paper we propose a model for cross-
lingual Wolastoqey-English definition modelling.
We hypothesize that sub-word representations of
Wolastoqey words based on byte pair encoding
(BPE) tokenization (Sennrich et al., 2016) can
be leveraged to generate English definitions. We
propose a sequence-to-sequence model (Sutskever
et al., 2014) in which the encoder operates over
Wolastoqey words segmented via BPE, and the de-
coder generates English definitions. We show that
our proposed model is able to outperform baseline
systems in terms of BLEU score.

Wolastoqey speakers regularly create new words
by creatively combining roots (Leavitt, 1996). As
such, not all words can be expected to be included
in a dictionary. Cross-lingual Wolastoqey-English
definition modelling could therefore be helpful for
Wolastoqey learners.

2 Related Work

The task of definition modelling is to learn to gen-
erate a dictionary-style definition for a given input
word. This task was initially described by Noraset
et al. (2017), who focused on generating English
definitions for English words. Noraset et al. pro-
posed a word-to-sequence neural language model,
composed of a two-layer LSTM and a parallel
CNN, to generate a definition given an initial input
word and its embedding. This language model-
based approach generates definitions by iteratively
predicting the next occurring word given some
prior history. In this model, different inputs were
given to each of the sub-components. The LSTM
component was initially given the embedding for
the word being defined, but also considered the
embeddings of its previous output in the form of
context at a given timestep. The CNN sub-network,
on the other hand, was used to extract character-
level information about the word and, as such, was
given the characters of the word being defined. The
CNN was included because the word-level LSTM
has no knowledge of sub-word information. Man-
ual analysis of the proposed system’s performance
considered seven types of errors that were observed
to occur in the generated definitions. These include
redundancy, self-reference, wrong part-of-speech,
under-specification, opposite definition, close se-
mantic errors, and incorrect definition generation.
Out of all these errors, incorrect definition gener-

ation was observed to be the most common. This
paper further found that high-quality word embed-
dings were crucial for definition modelling to be
successful.

One challenge for our work is that we do not
have a large corpus available from which to learn
high-quality Wolastoqey word embeddings. We
propose to use BPE segmentation to overcome this.
Specifically, we hypothesize that sub-word repre-
sentations based on BPE can be leveraged to repre-
sent morphologically-complex Wolastoqey words
without requiring a large corpus to be available for
training word-level embeddings.

The approach of Noraset et al. (2017) is context-
agnostic; i.e., the model generates a definition for
a target word without any specific context of usage
for the target. Other context-agnostic approaches
to definition modelling include Yang et al. (2020)
who incorporate knowledge of Chinese sememes
(minimum semantic units) for Chinese definition
modelling, and Balachandran et al. (2018) who pro-
pose a domain-specific definition generation model
for the software domain. In line with these pre-
vious studies, we also propose a context-agnostic
approach.

Contrasting with context-agnostic approaches,
context-aware approaches to definition modelling
have also been considered (e.g., Ni and Wang,
2017; Gadetsky et al., 2018; Mickus et al., 2019).
In these approaches a definition is generated for
a target word used in a specific context. Some
context-aware methods have used a sequence-to-
sequence model (Ni and Wang, 2017; Mickus et al.,
2019) as does our proposed approach. Ni and Wang
propose a sequence-to-sequence model to generate
definitions for non-standard English words. Their
encoder uses a character-level LSTM to represent
the target word and a word-level LSTM to repre-
sent the context. An LSTM is also used for decod-
ing. Our proposed approach is similar to that of Ni
and Wang, but we do not use an LSTM to encode
context, and our LSTM which encodes the target
word operates over BPE tokenization as opposed
to characters.

An alternative line of research considers defini-
tion extraction (e.g., Navigli and Velardi, 2010) in
which sentences containing terms and their corre-
sponding definitions are automatically identified
in corpora. We focus on definition modelling, as
opposed to extraction, because there are very few
corpora containing English definitions of Wolasto-
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Figure 1: The structure of the encoder.

qey words on which to apply a definition extraction
method, and because Wolastoqey is a polysynthetic
language and as such many possible words would
not be expected to be found in corpora.

3 Model

Cross-lingual definition modelling can be seen as a
machine translation task which involves translating
a word in a source language to a definition in some
target language. We therefore consider using a
network architecture proposed for the task of trans-
lation rather than a word-to-sequence model pro-
posed in previous work on monolingual definition
modelling (e.g., Noraset et al., 2017). Specifically,
we consider a sequence-to-sequence model that
makes use of an attention decoder (Bahdanau et al.,
2014). We base our model on a sample sequence-
to-sequence translation model.2

3.1 Encoder Architecture

For our encoder model’s architecture, we use a
simple recurrent neural network consisting of an
embedding layer followed by a long-short term
memory (LSTM) layer. The structure of the en-
coder is shown in Figure 1.

The embedding layer of our model serves the
purpose of representing the meaning of the sub-
word tokens that compose our vocabulary. To ob-
tain the embeddings used by our encoder, we con-
sider the approach of initializing the weights of
our embedding layer to zeroes as well as the ap-
proach of first pretraining our embeddings on a
corpus of example sentences extracted from the
Passamaquoddy-Maliseet Dictionary. While train-
ing, we allow the weights of the embeddings to be
updated through gradient descent, but also consider
freezing these weights in the case of pretrained

2https://github.com/spro/practical-pytorch

Figure 2: The structure of the decoder.

embeddings. This is done to further analyze the
effects pretraining has on system performance.

At a given timestep, input is passed into our
encoder in the form of a sequence of indices corre-
sponding to sub-word representations in our input
vocabulary. At a given time-step, the encoder will
consider a given input subword. For this subword,
the encoder will start by looking up its embedding
using the embedding layer. This embedding will
then be passed to the LSTM layer. From here, the
LSTM layer will use this embedding, the hidden
layer of the previous time-step and the context from
the previous time-step layer to calculate the value
for the current hidden layer which acts as the de-
cision at the current timestep. The context is then
updated with the information regarding the current
decision, and then passed forward with the output
at the current time-step. Once all of the outputs
have been calculated, we pass the encoder outputs
to the decoder.

3.2 Decoder Architecture

The decoder architecture is shown in Figure 2.
Rather than relying on a single vector to contain all
information about the input sequence, we instead
use an attention decoder to consider the encoder
outputs more holistically. Our decoder consists of
an embedding layer, two intermediary linear lay-
ers, a recurrent LSTM layer and a final linear layer

https://github.com/spro/practical-pytorch
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which we then softmax over to get the output at a
given timestep. We apply dropout regularization
to the embedding layer in an effort to avoid over-
fitting.

At a given timestep, input is given to our decoder
in the form of the decision made at the previous
step, or, in the case of the first decision, a start
of sequence token, and will take the form of an
index of a token contained within our output vo-
cabulary. We then use this index to look up the
embedding for the word through the embedding
layer. From here, we concatenate the embedding
with the hidden state from the previous decision.
We pass this value to the first linear layer which
will give us weights we can then compare to the
encoder outputs through batch matrix multiplica-
tion. This product will then be passed to another
linear layer with a ReLU activation function which
will set all negative values to 0. This value is then
passed as input to our LSTM layer, which will also
consider the previous hidden layer and the context
from the previous time-step. This will give us up-
dated context and hidden states, which we will pass
forward to the next timestep. However, to get the
current output, we will need to pass the resulting
vector from the recurrent component of our system
to another linear layer. The results from this layer
will then be softmaxed to give us the final output,
and our decision for the current timestep.

3.3 Model Variations

In addition to the base model described above,
we also consider two architecture variations de-
signed to analyze the effect of model complexity
on performance. Specifically, we consider replac-
ing the unidirectional LSTM layers used in both the
encoder and decoder with comparatively simpler
GRU layers, and comparatively more complex bidi-
rectional LSTM layers. We consider this because
we have a relatively small training corpus which
might not be large enough to adequately train more-
complex models. Although bidirectional LSTMs
have been shown to perform better than GRUs and
unidirectional LSTMs when sufficient training data
is available, they generally perform worse when
insufficient training data is available. By consid-
ering these model variations, we can attempt to
determine whether we have enough training data
to justify the use of more-complex models.

4 Experimental Setup

In this section, we describe the dataset constructed
for these experiments, the evaluation methodology
used, and implementation details for our proposed
model.

4.1 Dataset

Wolastoqey is a low-resource language. As such,
we are limited in regards to our choice of dataset.
For cross-lingual Wolastoqey-English definition
modelling we require a dataset consisting of Wolas-
toqey headwords and their corresponding English
definitions. The Passamaquoddy Maliseet Dictio-
nary consists of Wolastoqey head words and their
corresponding English definitions. Many entries
also include parallel Wolastoqey-English example
sentences. We use the headwords and definitions
to construct our dataset. We use the example sen-
tences to train embeddings, as well as our BPE
tokenizer in the case of Wolastoqey.

The Passamaquoddy-Maliseet Dictionary is
available online. There is, however, no publicly
available download for the contents of this dictio-
nary. We therefore use Selenium, a web automation
tool, to crawl the dictionary and extract the entries.

After scraping the dictionary content, we nor-
malize the text. For this, we remove any entries
containing errors such as #NAME? as a headword.
As each headword can have multiple definitions as-
sociated with it, we split definitions on semi-colons
as they are used as the primary definition delimiter.
We perform a similar operation for the headwords
themselves, as an entry can include multiple word-
forms for the headword. We split the headword text
on commas, with each extracted headword being
used to create word-definition pairs with respect to
all available definitions for a given word.

Wolastoqey has four parts-of-speech (POS):
nouns, pronouns, verbs, and particles (Leavitt,
1996). For this dataset we only include headwords
that are nouns, verbs, and particles because there
are relatively few entries that are pronouns.

This extraction method produces a dataset that
contains 22.5k headword-definition pairs from 19k
valid entries. We then split these pairs into train-
ing, development, and test sets. To do this, we first
group the data based on headwords to prevent any
headword with the same form from appearing in
more than one of the sets. Once we have grouped
the headwords, we then split the data by headword
with 80%, 10%, and 10% of headwords in the train-
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ing, development, and test sets, respectively. The
training set is used for training our model. The
development set is used for model tuning. The test
set is held out for final evaluation.

In addition to the dictionary headwords, we also
extract 18.6k Wolastoqey-English sentence pairs
pulled from all valid dictionary entries containing
example sentences. As we use these example sen-
tences to train our embeddings, we split this paral-
lel corpus into separate monolingual Wolastoqey
and English corpora consisting of 80.5k and 181.9k
tokens, respectively.

4.2 Evaluation

Following previous work on definition modelling
(Noraset et al., 2017; Ni and Wang, 2017; Gadetsky
et al., 2018) we use BLEU score (Papineni et al.,
2002) for evaluation. At test time, we generate an
English definition for each Wolastoqey headword
(in either the development or test set) and calculate
the BLEU score between this generated definition
and the gold-standard reference definition for this
headword.

We compare our proposed model against a base-
line that outputs a randomly selected definition
from the development set for any input. This
baseline will always produce a syntactically well-
formed definition, but the definition is unlikely
to be semantically appropriate. We consider two
variations of this baseline, POS-aware and POS-
agnostic, which differ with respect to knowledge of
the POS of the input. The POS-agnostic baseline
simply outputs a randomly selected definition. The
POS-aware baseline outputs a randomly selected
definition corresponding to a headword with the
same POS as the input.3

We implement our proposed model using Py-
torch 1.7.1. We use a hidden layer size of 256 for
each layer in both the encoder and decoder sub-
models. Our decoder sub-model’s dropout layer
uses a dropout rate of 0.1. To train our model, we
use an Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 5e-4.
We train all our models for a total of 500k iterations.
We use teacher forcing as our training regimen.

To obtain sub-word representations we use the
Huggingface Tokenizers 0.10.1 library. For En-
glish, we use the pretrained word-piece DistilBERT
(Sanh et al., 2019) tokenizer. For Wolastoqey, we
train a BPE tokenizer on the Wolastoqey exam-

3Although we compare against a POS-aware baseline, the
proposed model itself has no knowledge of POS.

ple sentences extracted from the Passamaquoddy-
Maliseet Dictionary.

To learn pretrained embeddings we consider
both word2vec skip-gram with negative sampling
(Mikolov et al., 2013) and fastText (Bojanowski
et al., 2017). We use the Gensim version 3.8.3
implementations of skip-gram and fastText. We
use the default parameter settings (i.e., a window
size of 5 sub-word tokens and 100 dimensional em-
beddings) except for the minimum frequency to be
included in the embedding matrix, which we set to
1 (as opposed to the default of 5) because of the
small size corpora we use for training.

We calculate BLEU score using the implementa-
tion available in NLTK 3.5 (Bird et al., 2009).

5 Results

In this section we first consider tuning the vocabu-
lary size for the Wolastoqey BPE tokenizer in ex-
periments on development data (Section 5.1). We
then present our main results on test data, including
an analysis of the impact of pretraining embeddings
(Section 5.2) and results for the model variations
presented in Section 3.3 (Section 5.3). We then
present a qualitative evaluation of the model (Sec-
tion 5.4).

5.1 Tuning Vocabulary Size

We conduct a grid search to find the optimal vo-
cabulary size for our Wolastoqey BPE tokenizer.
The BPE vocabulary will directly affect how our
Wolastoqey input words are tokenized and could
potentially drastically impact the performance of
our proposed model. As we are investigating
whether sub-word representations can be leveraged
for Wolastoqey-English definition modelling, it is
important to determine the optimal vocabulary size.

We consider vocabulary sizes from 2500 to
15000 in increments of 2500. Results on devel-
opment data are shown in Figure 3. We observe
that the optimal vocabulary size is 7500 sub-word
tokens. We also observe a steep drop-off in perfor-
mance when using a vocabulary size that exceeds
7500 tokens. We further observe that the relative
performance across parts-of-speech is similar re-
gardless of vocabulary size. We use a vocabulary
size of 7500 for the Wolastoqey BPE tokenizer
for the remainder of the experiments. At this vo-
cabulary size, each Wolastoqey verb, noun, and
particle in the development data is represented by
an average of 3.21, 2.56, and 1.93 sub-word tokens,
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Figure 3: BLEU score for various Wolastoqey BPE vo-
cabulary sizes on development data.

Model Overall Verbs Nouns Particles

Baselines
POS Agnostic Baseline 0.144 0.156 0.036 0.042
POS Aware Baseline 0.173 0.184 0.045 0.073

Base Models
Base Model 0.277 0.304 0.062 0.104
Base Model (verbs only) 0.306 0.333 0.045 0.050

Adjustable Pretrained
word2vec (Examples) 0.304 0.336 0.080 0.092
word2vec (News) 0.233 0.257 0.064 0.082
fastText (Examples) 0.299 0.327 0.058 0.085

Frozen Pretrained
word2vec (Examples) 0.148 0.156 0.041 0.070
fastText (Examples) 0.209 0.223 0.045 0.045

Table 1: BLEU score for each model overall and for
each POS.

respectively.

5.2 Effects of Pretraining

Results on test data for the proposed model and
the baselines are shown in Table 1. We first con-
sider the baselines. The POS-aware baseline, as
expected, outperforms the POS-agnostic baseline,
overall and for each POS.

The base model (i.e., the model proposed in Sec-
tions 3.1 and 3.2) outperforms both baselines. This
finding demonstrates that sub-word representations
of Wolastoqey words based on BPE can be lever-
aged to generate English definitions. We note that
the performance is much better on verbs, which
are the most common POS in our datasets, than
other parts-of-speech. We hypothesize that this is
because Wolastoqey verbs often consist of multiple
morphemes, and indeed are on average split into
more sub-word units than other parts-of-speech in
the analysis in Section 5.1, whereas other parts-of-
speech often correspond to a single morpheme, and
are split into fewer sub-word units. We consider

training the base model on only verbs, shown as
“Base Model (Verbs Only)” in Table 1. Here we see
a slight improvement in performance over the base
model on verbs, and a corresponding reduction in
performance on other parts-of-speech.

The base model does not use pretrained em-
beddings. We now consider experiments using
pretrained embeddings, in which we allow the
embeddings to be adjusted through updating dur-
ing training (“Adjustable Pretrained” in Table 1).
We consider word2vec and fastText embeddings
trained on the Wolastoqey and English corpora built
from the example sentences in the Passamaquoddy-
Maliseet Dictionary (“word2vec (Examples)” and
“fastText (Examples)”, respectively). Both of these
approaches improve over the base model in terms
of overall BLEU score. For English, because it is
a high-resource language, we have access to many
sources of embeddings which are pretrained on
much larger corpora. We therefore consider using
English word2vec embeddings pretrained on text
from Google News, shown as “word2vec (News)”.
This requires switching from word-piece tokeniza-
tion to word-level tokenization for English. For
Wolastoqey, we still use BPE tokenization and train
on the corpus of Wolastoqey example sentences.
Although these English embeddings are trained on
a much larger corpus, this does not yield an im-
provement over using embeddings pretrained on
the English example sentences.

Finally, we consider the impact of allowing
the embeddings to be updated during training.
We again consider word2vec and fastText trained
on the corpora of Wolastoqey and English exam-
ple sentences, but here we freeze the embedding
weights when training the model (“Frozen Pre-
trained” in Table 1). These methods perform poorly
compared to the base model, and compared to the
case where the embeddings are updated during
training. In particular, here the word2vec embed-
dings perform roughly on par with the POS agnos-
tic baseline. These findings indicate the importance
of allowing the embeddings to be updated during
training.

The base model substantially outperforms both
baselines considered. In the following subsection
we consider further variations on the base model.

5.3 Model Variations

Table 2 shows results on test data for the base model
using a (unidirectional) LSTM (i.e., the base model
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Model Overall Verbs Nouns Particles
GRU 0.291 0.322 0.075 0.082
LSTM 0.277 0.304 0.062 0.104
Bidirectional LSTM 0.264 0.285 0.089 0.126

Table 2: BLEU score for each model variant.

presented in Table 1) and GRU, and a bidirectional
LSTM. We observe that using a GRU in-place of an
LSTM gives a better overall BLEU score. Despite
being more powerful, the bidirectional LSTM per-
forms worse overall than the unidirectional LSTM
base model. We hypothesize that, because of the
relatively small size of the training data, simpler
models, such as a GRU, can be more effectively
trained. This finding, combined with the findings
from Section 5.2, suggests that there could be scope
for further improvement through the use of pre-
trained embeddings with a GRU.

5.4 Qualitative Analysis

While BLEU score provides a method of empiri-
cally evaluating our system, we also wish to per-
form a qualitative analysis of our system’s outputs.
For this analysis, we generated definitions for 20
randomly-selected test set Wolastoqey words and
manually compared the generated definitions to
their ground-truth reference definitions. This anal-
ysis was carried out by the first author of this paper,
an English first language speaker and Wolastoqey
learner. We analyzed the definitions with respect
to both semantics and syntax.

For semantics, we considered whether the gen-
erated definitions were topically-related to the ref-
erence definitions. Of the 20 definitions, 10 were
determined to have little to no topical relatedness to
the reference definition, 8 showed some level of top-
ical relatedness to their ground truth reference, and
2 were determined to be reasonable definitions for
their respective words. For this analysis, we con-
sider reasonable definitions to be definitions that
contain few or no syntactic errors and do not sig-
nificantly vary in meaning when compared to their
ground truth references. An example of a word our
system is able to reasonably define with little error
is ’t-uwapolokehkimal, which the Passamaquoddy-
Maliseet Dictionary defines as ‘s/he instructs h/ in-
correctly; s/he teaches h/ incorrect information, etc.’
For this word, our system generates the definition
‘s/he teaches h/ incorrectly’. An example of a gen-
erated definition that shows some level of topical
relatedness to the reference definition can be seen

for the verb kcitawse, for which our system gen-
erates the definition ‘s/he walks without walking,
walks in’ whereas the reference definition is ‘s/he
walks far into or sinks into, s/he gradually works
way into’. In this example, both definitions share
some reference to the action of walking; however,
the meaning of the generated definition deviates
from its ground truth reference.

Considering syntax, we observed that 13 out of
the 20 definitions generated demonstrated correct
syntactic form and were overall comprehensible
output sequences.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we considered cross-lingual
Wolastoqey-English definition modelling, in which
we automatically generate English definitions for
Wolastoqey words. Our work is in contrast to
most prior work on definition modelling which
has been monolingual, i.e., the word being defined
and its definition are in the same language. In
further contrast to most prior work on definition
modelling, where Wolastoqey is a low-resource
language, we do not have access to a large Wolas-
toqey background corpus for training. We showed
that a sequence-to-sequence model that represents
morphologically-complex Wolastoqey words at the
sub-word level using BPE segmentation outper-
forms baseline approaches. We further demon-
strated that the proposed approach can be improved
by pretraining on small Wolastoqey and English
monolingual corpora built from dictionary example
sentences and by using a GRU instead of LSTM.
Qualitative analysis revealed that the generated def-
initions are often syntactically well-formed and
topically related to the gold-standard reference def-
initions.

In future work we plan to investigate alternative
strategies for representing Wolastoqey words in the
encoder, including character-level approaches and
segmentations based on unsupervised approaches
to learning morphology (Creutz and Lagus, 2002).
We also plan to explore alternative model ar-
chitectures, including transformer-based models
(Vaswani et al., 2017) and models that incorporate
large pre-trained English language models (e.g.,
Lewis et al., 2020).

Ethical Considerations

Wolastoqey is an Indigenous language and natural
language processing can reinforce colonialist views
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(Bird, 2020). The first author of this paper is Wolas-
toqew. The Passamaquoddy-Maliseet dictionary
can be used for research purposes. We obtained
permission to scrape the dictionary content for use
in natural language processing research.
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